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INTRODUCTION 

Sport, safari or trophy hunting of wildlife (hereafter referred to as ‘safari hunting’) is recognised in 

Zimbabwe as a valuable, legitimate and sustainable land use, particularly in low rainfall areas of 

marginal utility for livestock or agricultural production. Safari hunting in Zimbabwe is of key 

conservation significance because it provides incentives for wildlife as a land use on private and 

communal land, provides economic justification for the retention of large parts of the wildlife estate, 

provides a significant portion of the operational budget of the Zimbabwe Parks and Wildlife 

Management Authority (ZPWMA) and makes use of wilderness areas which are less desirable as 

photographic destinations. During the 1980s and 1990s Zimbabwe became internationally famous 

for our innovative conservation strategies involving community conservation and the development 

of the wildlife ranching industry, all of which hinged to a large degree on income derived from safari 

hunting.  

However during recent years a number of challenges have arisen regarding the management of the 

safari hunting industry in Zimbabwe, which have resulted in some cases in negative impacts on 

populations of hunted species, waning trophy quality, and negative impacts on Zimbabwe’s 

reputation and value for money as a hunting destination. At the same time, there is rising 

international opposition to safari hunting due to an increasing protectionist and animal 

rights/welfare perspective to conservation, particularly among Western urban constituencies. 

Opponents of sport hunting argue that licensed hunting fuels wildlife poaching and illegal trafficking; 

leads to declines in wildlife; and conflicts with the photographic tourism industry.  

There has been increasing scrutiny on safari hunting industries in Africa from the countries that 

import hunting trophies, and notably from the US, the EU and Australia. Such hunting markets are 

increasingly concerned about potential negative impacts of safari hunting (particularly of key 

species such as lions, elephants and leopards) and increasingly require evidence that harvests are 

sustainable and to the real benefit of conservation and to communities living within and alongside 

wildlife areas. These concerns are compounded by knowledge that wildlife populations are also 

under pressure from bush-meat poaching, commercial poaching for ivory/rhino horn (and other 

artefacts) and human encroachment of wildlife areas.  

Scrutiny on Zimbabwe’s safari hunting industry has manifested in restrictions on the import of 

trophies from Zimbabwe to key market countries. For example, the United States of America 

imposed stricter domestic measures than those required by CITES, and in 2014 suspended the 

import of elephant hunting trophies from Zimbabwe and Tanzania. Such market restrictions reduce 

the demand for hunting safaris in Zimbabwe and create disincentives for wildlife conservation and 

sustainable use, particularly in community areas and other land outside of the Parks and Wildlife 

Estate.  

There has been increasing concern among stakeholders of the Zimbabwean safari hunting industry 

that if steps are not taken to improve the management and sustainability of the industry, that the 

nation will come under increasing international sanction regarding trophy exports, the reputation 

of the country as a hunting industry will continue to wane, and the resource on which the industry 

depends will decline. In light of these concerns, ZPWMA called on industry partners to co-host a 

participatory workshop to discuss with  the steps needed to improve the management of safari 

hunting in Zimbabwe and to ensure that the industry is sustainable.  
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WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this workshop were threefold, to: 

a. Identify key challenges currently associated with the hunting industry 

b. Propose solutions with which to improve the management and sustainability of the industry 

c. Identify mechanisms and plans of action to implement the suggested solutions 

The workshop was attended by 60 people drawn from the Zimbabwe Parks and Wildlife 

Management Authority (ZPWMA), Forestry Commission (FC), CAMPFIRE Association, Safari 

Operators Association of Zimbabwe (SOAZ), Zimbabwe Professional Hunters and Guides Association 

(ZPHGA), Zimbabwe Hunters Association (ZHA), Rural District Councils (RDCs), Non-Governmental 

Organizations (NGOs), representatives from private conservancies and independent stakeholders 

(Annex 4 gives a full list of participants). 

The workshop comprised the following components: 

i. Invited power-point presentations to help identify key challenges and suggested solutions, 

and to provide a regional and international context for the issues to be discussed.   

ii. Group and plenary brainstorming sessions to identify and prioritize key challenges  

iii. Development of a work-plan for industry reform. 

The workshop was officially opened on behalf of the Director General of ZPWMA, Mr Edson Chidziya 

and officially closed by Mr Arthur Musakwa, the Acting Director for Conservation, who both 

expressed interest in positively reforming the industry for sustainable improvement in tourism, 

revenue generation and conservation of wildlife in Zimbabwe. 
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KEY WORKSHOP FINDINGS 

The workshop agreed on the following goal for the industry:  

“To re-establish a vibrant and sustainable safari hunting industry in Zimbabwe” 

Meeting attendees agreed that this goal will be achieved by focusing on the following seven 

somewhat interrelated pillars: 

1. Implementing adaptive, participatory and transparent quota setting 

2. Implementing accurate and transparent record keeping, information and data management 

as the basis for management of the industry 

3. Ensuring effective management, conservation and protection of the hunted resource and 

supporting habitats and wild-lands 

4. Development and enforcement of standards of best practice 

5. Resourcing the Wildlife Authority and promoting wildlife-based land uses outside of the 

Parks Estate 

6. Coordinated Public Relations and Improved Public Image based on improved industry 

practice and performance 

7. Review of key policy and legislative issues 

 

  

Adaptive & 
Participatory Quota 

Setting 

Coordinated Public 
Relations & Improved 

Public Image  
based on improved 
industry practice & 

performance 

Credible & 
transparent 

Information & Data 
Management 

Vibrant, ethical & 
sustainable Safari 
Hunting Industry 

Resourcing ZPWMA & 
promoting 

conservation 
enterprise outside of 

the Parks Estate 

Development & 
enforcement of 

Standards of Best 
Practice 

Review of key policy 
& legislative issues 

Effective 
management, 

conservation & 
protection of wildlife 

& wild-lands 

Figure 1: Pillars of Safari Hunting Industry reform & management 
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ELABORATION OF PILLARS OF INDUSTRY REFORM & MANAGEMENT 

The challenges associated with each of the seven pillars above were identified and proposed 

solutions then developed for how to achieve the stated goals and implement the necessary actions.   

1. IMPLEMENTING ADAPTIVE, PARTICIPATORY AND TRANSPARENT QUOTA SETTING 

a. The Challenges 

There are concerns that in many areas, current levels of trophy harvest for some species may not 

be sustainable. High trophy off-takes can be compounded with parallel mortalities arising from 

poaching, ration hunting and what can be argued to be excessive PAC in some areas. Indications are 

that countries who import hunting trophies are going to increasingly require evidence that the 

trophy harvests are not detrimental to the species being hunted. Consequently, ensuring and being 

able to confidently demonstrate that harvests are sustainable will be essential in order to maintain 

access to key markets for sport hunting.   

The following problems associated with quota allocation were identified by participants at the 

meeting:  

i. Excessively high quotas being allocated for certain species in some areas. 

ii. Insufficient scientific data for allocation of quotas in many areas.  

iii. Application for quotas based on economic rather than ecological factors is increasingly 

commonplace. 

iv. Weakness of mechanisms to ensure that quotas are changed adaptively in line with 

changes in the populations of species being hunted and trophies being harvested. 

v. The setting of high ‘fixed’ quotas for some species, where operators are forced to pay in 

advance for trophies, thus creating disincentives for operators to refrain from taking a 

trophy if they feel that the population of the species cannot support the harvest.  

vi. Lack of emphasis on the harvesting of old individuals that have passed their prime 

(except lions where a system has been implemented) 

vii. Lack of investment in monitoring of populations of hunted species.  

viii. Lack of transparency in allocation and in the utilisation of quotas.  

ix. The allocation of unsustainable quotas to properties that in some cases do not support 

viable populations of the species being hunted, resulting in negative impacts on wildlife 

populations in adjacent PAs. 

x. The allocation of quotas to individual properties (with inadequate consideration of their 

size) rather than to hunting blocks.   

xi. Excessive off-takes through PAC which are close to 50% of overall hunting quotas in some 

areas point to problems in primary mitigation measures and/or abuse of PAC. 

xii. Failure to take into consideration high off-takes via ration hunting, problem animal 

control or poaching when setting quotas. 

xiii. Loopholes which allow quotas to be transferred from block to block.  

xiv. Inadequate record keeping of trophy quotas, off-takes, sizes and ages.  
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b. Proposed solutions 

The following solutions were proposed: 

i. Adopt a science-based participatory and adaptive quota setting process and ensure the 

timely availability of information for quota setting. 

ii. Holding workshops for each key species (in line with the process followed for lions) to 

develop sustainable hunting protocols based on adaptive quota setting related to the 

age and trophy quality of the animals shot (particularly for leopards, elephants and 

buffaloes). 

iii. Continue to hold annual participatory quota setting workshops for all species, where the 

quota size key species for the following year  is determined by the trophy age, quality 

and trend data (and/or other bases agreed on at the workshops in point II) in the previous 

seasons.   

iv. Place updated information on quotas and off-takes at national and population levels in 

the public domain for transparency.  

v. Ensure production of an annual report on the quotas and harvests for key species, with 

insights into trends in trophy quality and the ages of animals hunted at population level. 

vi. Actively prohibit the transfer of quotas between hunting areas and treat quota-transfers 

as a serious transgression.  

vii. Improve the regulation and reporting of PAC and require stronger justification for 

destruction of problem-causing animals as well as demonstration that all reasonable 

primary mitigation measures and recommendations have been implemented. 

viii. Reduce ration hunting off-takes of wildlife within ecological limits, limit it to training 

purposes under competent supervision and consider providing rangers with alternative 

sources of protein.  

ix. The commercialisation of ration hunting in national parks should be stopped due to the 

serious potential for impacting negatively on source populations as well as on the 

tourism industry and the international reputation of the country.   

x. Off-takes through PAC, ration hunting, state-function quotas and poaching off-takes 

must be included as part of the overall off-take when setting quotas as of 2016.  

xi. Adopt a block or ecological unit based allocation of quotas on smaller properties (e.g. 

conservancies) to account for population viability. In this regard all land-owners or lease 

holders in a hunting block or conservancy should be organised into a single coordinating 

unit (e.g. Conservation Association / Conservancy Membership) with clear process for 

division of the quota agreed to in writing by the members.  

xii. Remove fixed quotas for key species as they preclude the greater selectivity of harvest 

required for age-based adaptive quota systems.   

xiii. Quotas for 2016 should be adjusted to reflect the results of the 2014 national census. 

xiv. Unless indicated by extraordinary events, annual quota setting meetings should consider 

a 3 year rolling average off-take. 
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2. IMPLEMENTING ACCURATE AND TRANSPARENT RECORD KEEPING AS THE BASIS FOR 

MANAGEMENT OF THE INDUSTRY 

a. The Challenges 

Attendees at the meeting identified poor-record keeping as a key constraint that undermines the 

effective management of the industry and that jeopardizes continued access to key hunting 

markets. There is a lack of adequate record keeping related to trophy quotas, trophy harvests, 

trends in trophy quality, trends in hunt success, trends in the ages of animals hunted and trends in 

the geographic patterns of harvest. If accurate records are not kept, it is impossible for Zimbabwe 

to prove that harvests are sustainable and non-detrimental to the species being hunted or for 

effective management of populations.  Figure 2 depicts key information sets required to address 

this critical gap. 

 

Although some of the necessary information is captured on TR2 forms (and the new TRAS-2 online 

database) the data are not readily accessible to all stakeholders and, moreover, remain incomplete 

and inadequately compiled for the purpose of assessing the indicators required to determine 

whether harvests are sustainable or to provide the basis for adaptive quota setting.  

There is an expectation among industry stakeholders that Zimbabwe will be increasingly required 

by nations that import our hunting trophies to provide evidence of the population trends of key 

species. Consequently, if we do not resolve the issue of poor record keeping and lack of 

transparency we will run the risk of being subject to further sanction on the import of or hunting 

trophies to key markets.  

MORTALITY RECORDS 
• Hunted quota 
• PAC / Ration / etc. 
• Poaching 
• Natural / Disease / Drought 

/ Ecological 

LAW ENFORCEMENT DATA 
(all stages of enforcement & 

prosecution continuum) 
• Patrol info: e.g. ‘SMART’ 
• Arrests, convictions 
• Metadata: areas, agency, 

stations, courts, etc. 

ECOLOGICAL & CENSUS 
DATA 

• Aerial / Ground / water / 
spoor counts 

• Field Patrols 
• Ecological & habitat 

assessments 

CENTRAL 
DATABASE 

CLIENT & MARKET RETURNS 
• Area, animals hunted 
• Client information – 

number, country, etc. 
• Hunt days 
• Total spend 

SOCIOECONOMIC DATA  
• Gross revenues 
• Employment 
•  Skills development  
• infrastructure & tourism 

investment 
• Investment into resource 

management & protection 
• Returns to Communities  
• Returns to public sector 

(ZPWMA, CAMPFIRE, RDCs) 

KILL RETURN FORMS 
(Key species) 

• Trophy size & age 
• Hunt effort & success rate 
• Loc-stats of kills 

ANALYSIS, REPORTING  
& ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT 

Figure 2: Components of a scientifically sound information base. 
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b. Proposed solutions 

The following solutions were proposed: 

i. Develop and adopt standardized census methodologies for regular population 

monitoring of key species. Approaches should be made to agencies such as the US Fish 

and Wildlife Service and other agencies to request financial support for such surveys.  

ii. For predators, conduct regular 3-yearly national spoor surveys to detect trends in the 

populations of hunted species (notably lions and leopards). 

iii. Design and populate standardized hunt return forms that incorporate, inter alia, the 

following elements for all key species:  

 Whether the hunt was successful or not; 

 Trophy quality; 

 Trophy age;  

 The number of days taken to secure the trophy;  

 Hunting method used;  

 Standardised photographs of the hunted animal  

 Tourism & economic data: nationality, daily rates, hunt days, taxidermist, etc. 

Such hunt return forms would be particularly important for buffaloes, elephants, and 

potentially crocodiles and sable antelopes. Such forms already exist for lion and leopard 

trophies. 

iv. In each hunting area, compile and maintain reliable records for: 

 Mortality data including: 

 Problem animal control 

 Poaching statistics 

 Special quotas – including management, training, ration & state-function off-takes 

 Disease & natural mortalities 

 Security and management indicators 

 Human impact and habitat integrity – grazing, wood harvesting, cropping, human & 

livestock encroachment inside hunting area, etc. 

 Socio-economic data – including hunt days, investment, development, employment, 

capacity building, community outreach & other indicators of socio-economic benefit 

at local and national level.  

v. Centrally compile, manage and analyse comprehensive data bases and make the 

information readily available to industry, trade partners and the public. 

vi. Use the data collected from hunt return forms, census and mortality data as the basis for 

transparent, participatory adaptive quota setting (following systems designed during the 

workshop process for key species outlined above).  

vii. Produce an annual report for public consumption, which provides data on the following 

for each hunting region, hunted population and sector (state, CAMPFIRE, private, 

forestry, etc.):  

 The size of quota of key species 

 The number of animals of each key species hunted 

 The age  and quality of trophies hunted 
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 The hunt effort and success for  key species hunted 

 Trends in the above measures over time for each block 

 Annual data on poaching, PAC ration & state function quotas, etc. 

 Natural mortalities, disease events, climatic events, etc. 

 Tourism and economic data 

viii. Conduct CITES non-detriment finding (NDFs) assessments for key species according to 

CITES guidelines (https://www.cites.org/eng/node/6746).   

 

3. ENSURING EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT, CONSERVATION AND PROTECTION OF THE HUNTED 

RESOURCE 

a. The Challenges 

Zimbabwe’s wildlife is under increasing pressure from a variety of anthropogenic threats, which 

impact on sustainable quotas including inter alia:  

 Poaching was identified as a major challenge to wildlife conservation and the sustainability 

of the hunting industry. The poaching and trafficking of wildlife for body parts (and most 

notably elephants for ivory and rhinos for rhino horn, lion bones & teeth, etc.) and 

indiscriminate hunting of wildlife for bush-meat are both key challenges throughout the 

country. 

 The encroachment on wildlife lands by people and livestock 

These threats have affected, to varying degrees, state protected areas, private wildlife ranches, 

conservancies and CAMPFIRE areas and have manifested in the depletion of wildlife populations 

and ultimately loss of viability of the hunting industry.  

Within the parks and wildlife estate, a key challenge is under-resourcing of ZPWMA and inadequate 

investment in resource management. 

A key problem identified by the participants was that the leases for hunting areas are too short and 

do not provide adequate incentive for hunting operators to invest in infrastructure, or in the 

management and protection of wildlife. In addition, leases need to be standardised and must clearly 

allocate roles, responsibilities and financial liabilities of the parties.   

A concern voiced by hunting operators was their fear of engaging with poachers, or even defending 

themselves against armed poachers, because of their lack of indemnification in that context.  

Participants at the meeting felt that when selecting concessionaires, too much emphasis has 

traditionally been placed on financial aspects of bids and not enough on the ability and track record 

of the operators to manage wildlife or on their past conduct.  

There was also concern raised about the increasing prevalence of foreign hunting operators in 

Zimbabwe, which was regarded as being not conducive to effective resource management, as they 

do not necessarily have a long term interest in the well-being of Zimbabwe’s wildlife. 

Within CAMPFIRE areas, key challenges have included lack of reinvestment of income from hunting 

in habitat and wildlife management and a lack of equitable benefit distribution to communities. As 

a consequence there has been a gradual increase in encroachment on wildlife lands by communities 

in some areas. 

https://www.cites.org/eng/node/6746
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 On private land, there have been challenges associated with the land reform programme which 

have resulted in greater exposure of wildlife to poaching and human encroachment and in some 

cases, loss of financial and technical capacity for wildlife management. These issues are discussed 

further in the section on encouraging wildlife-based land uses outside of PAs. 

Proposed Solutions in State Wildlife Areas 

To establish improved management of state owned hunting blocks, given the financial constraints 

of the state wildlife authority, ZPWMA should promote further engagement in co-management 

agreements for the management of Safari Areas and National Parks. Such agreements have 

potential to reduce the financial burden borne by ZPWMA, attract financial investment in the Parks 

Estate, and attract additional technical capacity for wildlife management.  

As a first step, participants felt that there is a need for ZPWMA and prospective partners to establish 

some guidelines for co- or joint-venture arrangements. This framework should allow flexibility so 

that site-appropriate adaptations can be developed. These guidelines should provide guidance to 

ZPWMA and prospective partners on the following aspects of co-management (among others):  

 Institutional arrangements 

 Tenure and lease/agreement length 

 Roles and responsibilities of each partner 

 Provision of wildlife for re-stocking from other parts of the parks estate 

To streamline the process, ZPWMA should develop a clear procedure for how prospective co-

management partners should go about applying for a co-management mandate for Zimbabwean 

PAs. Following establishment of those guidelines, ZPWMA should solicit responsible co-

management partners, particularly for the most depleted portions of the wildlife estate. Part of this 

process could involve developing a prospectus for each protected area outlining what resources and 

infrastructure exist and what kind of support is needed.  

When considering the allocation of leases for hunting concessions to private operators, the 

following recommendations were made by participants to increase the likelihood of effective 

resource and area management: 

i. Develop standardised leases with operating conditions tailored to the conditions specific to 

each region and hunting area. 

ii. Set clear targets and performance indicators (e.g. hunting days, employment, tourism and 

management infrastructure development, reinvestment, resource management and 

protection, capacity building, community outreach, etc.). 

iii. Make adherence to a code of conduct a requirement for license renewal (see next section) 

iv. Enforce the prohibition of sub-leasing and other conditions of the lease. 

v. Be of sufficient duration and include terms that incentivise long term investment by 

operators. For areas that are depleted, a minimum of 25 years is advised. For other areas, a 

minimum of 15 years is recommended. However the Act restricts hunting leases to a 

maximum period of 10 years and of photographic concessions to a maximum of 25 years and 

this is a policy area that warrants review. 
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vi. There should be tighter controls on the practicing of hunting by foreigners lacking the 

necessary documentation or using Zimbabwean operators and PHs as fronts.   

Proposed Solutions for CAMPFIRE Areas 

It is essential that CAMPFIRE Areas form effective buffers to State Protected Areas which form the 

principle source populations of wildlife. Effective community buffers and direct community 

beneficiation are also important to the viability of private wildlife areas. 

There is a need for steps which achieve both greater reinvestment of hunting revenues in wildlife 

management and the development of greater capacity for wildlife management in CAMPFIRE areas.  

In addition, there is a need for steps to ensure greater equity and transparency of the distribution 

of incomes from safari hunting in CAMPFIRE areas.  

Proposed Solutions for Private Areas 

Not initially elaborated but based on other sections, specific suggestions would include: 

i. Re-establishment of competent and effective Conservation Associations responsible for 

sustainable management of Natural Resources at population / system level (including 

encouragement for consolidation and formation of Conservancies). 

ii. Training, extension and mentorship programmes for new participants (including both private 

& communal) and existing stakeholders involved in wildlife-based land use. 

In all sectors, anti-poaching and combatting the illegal trade in wildlife and wildlife products needs 

to be ramped up. 

4. DEVELOPMENT AND ENFORCEMENT OF STANDARDS OF BEST PRACTICE 

a. The challenges 

i. Dealing with bad behaviour by operators 

Participants felt that the hunting industry is greatly threatened by unethical behaviour that has been 

exhibited by some operators. Even though such malpractice is most often symptomatic of 

underlying issues and challenges within the industry, enforcement of existing regulations has been 

lax and compounded by the lack of enforceable codes of conduct and best practice guidelines for 

hunting operators and professional hunters.  

ii. Lack of transparency in the selection of hunting operators 

The workshop participants felt that there is currently a lack of transparency and stringency in how 

operators are selected, evaluated and monitored for the allocation of leases for hunting 

concessions, particularly within CAMPFIRE areas, which is to the detriment of industry standards, 

service and the management of those areas. 

b. Proposed solutions 

The following solutions were proposed: 

i. Establish a multi-stakeholder Ethics and Coordination Committee (ECC)  

The ECC (or industry “Steering Committee”) including representatives from ZPWMA, CAMPFIRE 

Association, SOAZ, ZPHGA, ZHA, ZTA, WPA  would help to develop and  implement the Code of 

Conduct (mentioned below) and to assist with coordinating other functions of the industry, such as 
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data collection and management; reporting; adaptive participatory quota setting; funding & fund-

raising; public relations; advocacy; group marketing; etc. 

ii. Review, finalize and approve a Code of Conduct and Best Practice 

The Code of Conduct would capture best practices that are provided for in law. The document will 

be drafted by the steering committee and circulated to industry stakeholders for validation. Once 

validated the granting or renewal of hunting permits and operators licences should be conditional 

on the signing of the Code of Conduct by the hunting operator and land owner. 

The drafting process will inevitably identify certain gaps and loopholes in the current legislation that 

might warrant review, alteration and inclusion in a legally binding Code of Conduct. 

iii.  Annually evaluate the capacity and professionalism of operators   

This would be done through introduction of transparent lease and performance reviews through 

Conservation Associations or during multi-stakeholder quota setting meetings at regional level. 

Operators should be evaluated according to: 

a. The Code of Conduct and Best Practice 

b. Service, vehicles and facilities – according to (updated) ZTA standards 

c. Standards of management, reinvestment and resource protection – according to 

negotiated targets and TORs set out in the lease agreement. Operators should play a more 

central role in resource management and anti-poaching and the industry and the authority 

need to explore ways of facilitating this. 

5. RESOURCING THE WILDLIFE AUTHORITY AND PROMOTING WILDLIFE-BASED LAND USES 

OUTSIDE OF THE PARKS ESTATE 

a. The challenge  

Zimbabwe was a pioneer in the development of wildlife-based land uses on both communal and 

private land. The innovative CAMPFIRE programme, designed to empower communities to benefit 

from legal wildlife use, provided the inspiration for the development of a number of other 

community conservation programmes elsewhere in Africa. On private land, legislative changes in 

the 1970’s resulted in the devolution of user-rights over wildlife to land owners, which meant that 

wildlife became an asset that could be traded and sold. Although this conferred increased 

autonomy, user and management rights to land owners, abuses were mitigated by a system of peer 

review in the form of Intensive Conservation Area (ICA) Committees who could, in terms of the now 

repealed Natural Resources Act (replaced by the Environmental Management Act Chapter 20:27),  

stop hunting or abuse of natural resources by one or more of their members and if their intervention 

failed they could refer the matter to the then Department of National Parks and Wildlife 

Management to take appropriate action1.  As a result, wildlife developed rapidly as a viable and 

competitive land use, from scenarios ranging from small game farms on unproductive sections of 

                                                      

1 There are equivalent mechanisms provided for in the EM-act and the Parks & Wildlife Management Act: details to be 
looked up and incorporated into recommendations.   
Preliminary consultation of the Acts indicates that that “Conservation Committees” formed in terms of the Parks and 
Wildlife Management Act have been re-termed as “Environmental Committees” by the Environment Management Act 
but without substantial change to their standing or function. 
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agricultural farms, larger wildlife ranches in drier areas, to very large conservancies comprising a 

number of collaboratively managed wildlife ranches consolidated into large blocks.  

By the late 1990s, Zimbabwe had at least 2.7 million hectares of wildlife ranches and more wildlife 

than the country had hosted for many decades. The Zimbabwean conservancies were 

internationally recognised conservation success stories. For example, with its original land area of 

3442 km2, the Save Valley Conservancy in south east Zimbabwe, was the largest privately owned 

conservancy in the world and a critical rhino sanctuary. The world acclaimed Communal Areas 

Management Programme for Indigenous Resources (CAMPFIRE) spans some 50,000 km2 – slightly 

less in extent to the Parks & Wildlife Estate - and as such is of vital importance to wildlife 

conservation, tourism and community development. CAMPFIRE areas are all the more important in 

that, in many cases they form important geophysical and socioeconomic buffers to national parks 

and other PA’s. Survey results showed that in 2001 CAMPFIRE Areas held 12 000 elephants and 14 

000 buffalo (Child, 2004) and generated income for rural communities largely from hunting safaris.  

Unfortunately, the performance of both the private wildlife ranching sector and CAMPFIRE has 

declined in recent years.   

The private wildlife ranching industry (and associated hunting industry) was negatively impacted by 

the fast track land reform programme. The number and area of wildlife ranches is now a small 

fraction of what it was pre-2000 and there has been a major loss of wildlife through poaching and 

habitat encroachment. The wildlife ranching industry has also suffered from a loss of financial 

resources and expertise. Furthermore, the number of hunting days conducted on private land as 

well as the trade in live wild animals among wildlife ranchers has contracted significantly. Ongoing 

uncertainty concerning the status of some of the remaining conservancies is affecting the ability of 

those areas to generate income for management, so undermining both ecological and financial 

stability.  

 An additional challenge to the wildlife ranching industry was the introduction of Statutory 

Instrument (SI) 26 of 1998 which required land owners to apply for quotas from ZPWMA to hunt 

their own wildlife. That SI both conflicts with the primary wildlife act and significantly undermines 

the basis for the original success of the wildlife ranching industry in Zimbabwe. Arguably, SI 26 

comprises an example of ‘aborted devolution’ of user rights over wildlife. The SI also arguably 

increases the Authority’s financial and managerial responsibility for resource management and 

protection in the face of serious financial, manpower and capacity constraints while removing the 

flexibility of wildlife managers to implement appropriate adaptive management measures in 

response to climatic and ecological factors.  

CAMPFIRE has suffered from inequitable distribution of the benefits derived from hunting and from 

a lack of management of wildlife and habitat. In addition, the financial and technical support that 

was provided to the CAMPFIRE programme during the 1990s and early 2000s has disappeared, 

adversely affecting its functionality. As a consequence of these constraints, wildlife populations are 

waning in many CAMPFIRE areas and communal wildlife lands are being gradually encroached. It is 

now the case that safari hunting in some CAMPFIRE areas is almost entirely dependent on the 

hunting of animals that temporarily leave or are purposely lured out of the sanctuary of adjacent 

protected areas – especially elephant.  

There is a co-dependent relationship between the Wildlife Authority and the wildlife industry in the 

private and communal sectors and weakening of any one component impacts negatively on the 
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others. The private and communal wildlife sectors are dependent on strong and competent 

leadership, creation of an enabling environment and facilitation of the industry by the Authority, 

which in turn is dependent on a vibrant industry. At present all three sectors are under-resourced 

and handicapped by prevailing conditions and relationships. 

b. Proposed solutions 

There is a need to improve resourcing of the Wildlife Authority as well as promote wildlife-based 

land uses on both communal and private land.  

Proposed solutions for Resourcing of ZPWMA and State Wildlife Areas 

Steps to improve the wildlife ranching industry and CAMPFIRE would confer significant benefits to 

the hunting industry and emphasize the demonstrable links between hunting and conservation. A 

strong wildlife sector would be of significant benefit to ZPWMA.  

Demonstrable commitment of the Authority to revitalising the industry and serving its conservation 

and social development objectives will also translate into much improved access to donor funding 

and private sector investment – both within parks and state hunting areas as well as in the private 

and communal sectors. 

The workshop recommended that ZPWMA undertake internal assessment of the organisation’s 

business model and pilot options that improve cost efficiencies, reduce liabilities and enhance 

revenue inflows. In this regard, co-management models that involve the Wildlife Authority, the 

private sector, NGOs and buffer communities in selected parks and depleted State hunting areas 

were put forward by the workshop as viable options to reduce the financial burden on ZPWMA and 

improve resource management and protection. This should be based on a detailed assessment of 

all protected areas; and an analysis of potential partnership models, their implementation 

modalities and cost and income projections.  

Proposed solutions for Communal Wildlife Areas 

 There is a need for a comprehensive review of CAMPFIRE in Zimbabwe and for a set of 

recommendations on how to improve its performance.   

 There is a need to take cognizance of recommendations that have been made in the past 

concerning CAMPFIRE - such as concern over retention of the benefits at RDC versus a more 

devolved community level.  

 There is a need for steps to ensure the effective management of land and wildlife in 

CAMPFIRE areas.  

 Longer leases and more comprehensive terms of reference are required to stimulate 

meaningful investment into CAMPFIRE Areas. 

 There is need for greater transparency and greater community awareness, direct 

participation and decision-making in CAMPFIRE enterprises. 

 There is a need for efforts to attract funding and technical support for CAMPFIRE.  

Proposed solutions for Private Wildlife Areas 

 Consider steps to achieve stability in the wildlife ranching sector and resolve outstanding 

wildlife-based land reform issues.  

 Clarify tenure over the remaining wildlife ranches and conservancies, retain existing capacity 

and investment, and attract additional expertise and funding.  
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 Review policy relating to wildlife ranching, and particularly Statutory Instrument 26.  

 Provide extension support to wildlife ranchers and particularly new entrants into the 

industry. 

 Encourage the development of new wildlife ranches and conservancies, particularly in 

natural regions IV and V but also in unproductive sections of land in natural regions I-III.   

 Encourage to the development of private-public community partnerships (PPCPs) in the 

wildlife industry (e.g. extension of conservancies to include communal land, or PPCP 

management of community wildlife areas).  

 Support the intensive breeding of high value wildlife species on small wildlife land holdings 

(with due consideration of the technical, financial and conservation challenges and issues 

that have been demonstrated by such practices especially in South Africa).  

 Encourage trade in live wildlife within Zimbabwe, and permit the sale of wildlife to legitimate 

conservation projects in other countries.  

 Cut red tape; rationalise, streamline and improve efficiency of the permit system. 

 Seek ways to reduce the cumulative cost of compliance, taxes, levies and fees. 

6. COORDINATED PUBLIC RELATIONS AND IMPROVED PUBLIC IMAGE BASED ON IMPROVED 

INDUSTRY PRACTICE AND PERFORMANCE 

a. The challenge 

The public image of Zimbabwe’s wildlife management and hunting industry has suffered as a result 

of the shortcomings detailed above. In addition, the hunting industry is coming under ever-

increasing scrutiny and pressure from groups and individuals opposed to hunting. Social media has 

created an environment where opponents of the industry can quickly generate negative sentiment 

towards the industry by sharing photographs of hunted animals (and particularly people posing with 

hunted animals), and stories regarding unethical behaviour by hunters. This has potential to inflict 

massive reputational damage on individuals and the industry especially if peppered with half-truths 

and misinformation. 

b. Proposed solutions 

The following solutions were proposed: 

i. Address the challenges associated with the industry that are outlined above. There are 

no shortcuts to achieving a positive public image, which will follow from good practice 

and there was a feeling among participants that attempts to propagandize the hunting 

industry in the absence of reforms would simply worsen the country’s public image and 

credibility.  

Effective PR should focus on communication of positive changes (including evidence of 

good housekeeping and sanction / disciplinary action brought against malpractice) and 

reforms that are actually implemented within the industry and will be dependent upon: 

  Transparency & Accountability 

 Credible, well managed monitoring, data collection, recording and reporting. 

 Competent regulation and sanction of malpractice 

 Effective coordination, communication and team-work within the industry 

 Proactive marketing and public communication strategies tailored to the target 

audience and modalities of communication (print, media, social media, etc.) 
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 Proactive engagement and cooperation with trade partners and international 

conservation authorities 

ii. There is a need for hunting operators to take great care when engaging in social media, 

and arguably a case for the industry to outline guidelines for industry players to 

safeguard themselves and avoid bringing the industry and the country into disrepute. 

iii. There is a need for the conservation value of safari hunting in Zimbabwe to be effectively 

documented, quantified and communicated. 

iv. There is a need for the hunting industry (SOAZ and ZPHGA) to develop much greater 

central administrative capacity to enable the hunting industry to proactively deal with 

problems, to respond to problems when they occur, and to have a coordinated public 

relations strategy.   

7. POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE ISSUES 

a. The challenges 

There are a number of policies pertaining to hunting and wildlife as a land uses that pose challenges 

for the hunting industry. These include, inter alia:  

i. Short term hunting leases that discourage adequate investment in resource management. 

ii. The lack of policy frameworks for co-management/joint ventures between ZPWMA and the 

private/NGO sector. 

iii. The excessive burden of taxes, fees and levies on hunting operators that reduces the 

competiveness of Zimbabwe’s hunting product and reduces the ability of operators to 

reinvest in resource protection.  

iv. Policies which pose challenges for the development and functionality of wildlife as a land 

use on private and communal land:  

 e.g. uncertainty in the industry as to the status and contents of wildlife-based land 

reform policy is affecting investment 

 ‘Aborted devolution’ and contradiction of the primary wildlife act through Statutory 

Instrument 26 of 1998 

v. The lack of indemnification for professional guides and hunters in contact situations with 

poachers. 

vi. Lack of control and support in preventing re-zoning and human encroachment on wildlife 

land in state, private and communal sectors. 

vii. Review of the Authority’s participation as an industry participant as well as being the 

regulator and whether this can be resolved through pragmatic mechanisms for alternative 

funding sources. 

Some of the above challenges require policy intervention at Ministry of Environment, Water and 

Climate level. Consequently, they were not factored into the agreed short term work plan, below. 
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SHORT TERM WORK PLAN FOR INDUSTRY REFORM 

Table 1 below shows a detailed work plan developed by the workshop.  

The workshop recommended the established of a Steering Committee (Ethics & Coordination 

Committee or ECC) that would oversee the implementation, monitoring and reporting on the work 

plan.  

The Committee’s specific TOR are to: 

a) Ensure that all components of the work plan are implemented, monitored and reported upon; 

b) Preside over compliance to the Code of Conduct by operators.    

c) Coordinate other functions within the industry – such as data collection & management, 

reporting, quota setting, funding, public relations, advocacy, etc. 

The immediate next steps for this initiative are: 

i. ZPWMA will write to relevant organizations inviting them to nominate their representatives 

on the Steering Committee. The members will be drawn from the following entities: 

ZPWMA, CAMPFIRE Association, SOAZ, ZPHGA, ZHA, ZTA, WPA and ZRP ; and,   

ii. Convene the first meeting of the Steering Committee.  

The meeting will: 

a. Scope the work of the Committee and agree on its operational modalities. 

b. Adapt the suggested work-plan below to ensure that all the issues and 

recommendations outlined above are addressed in as practical and timeous manner 

possible. 

TABLE 1: WORK PLAN  

ACTIVITY Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 4 PARTICIPANTS 

1. Participatory quota setting      

1.1 Strengthen data management capability within the industry. X    Steering committee 

1.2 Adopt a science based participatory quota setting approach. 

Developed species-specific sustainable hunting protocols for the 

key species (elephants, buffalo, leopard as well as the existing 

protocols for lion) 

 X X  ZPWMA 

1.3 Place updated information on the national annual quota in 

the public domain 
  X  

ZPWMA & Steering 

committee 

1.4 Incorporate ration hunts into the overall species off-take 

quota & stop quota transfers. 
  X  ZPWMA 

1.5 Adopt a block based allocation of wildlife quotas on smaller 

properties & conservancies 
  X  ZPWMA 

1.6 Age and measure the trophy of key species for quota 

determination and monitoring 
 X X  

ZPWMA, ZPHGA & 

relevant NGOS 

2. Establish & maintain scientifically sound information base      

2.1 Develop guidelines & adopt standardized methodologies for 

quota setting. 
X    

ZPWMA &steering 

Committee 
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2.2 Carry out regular ground counts & aerial surveys X X X X ZPWMA & the AA 

2.3 Design & populate standardized return forms with key 

parameter information. 
 X   

ZPWMA, Steering 

Committee & NGOs 

2.4 Centrally analyse wildlife databases and readily avail the 

information to various users through annual reports.  
X X X X 

ZPWMA, RBZ & 

Steering Committee 

3. IMPROVED MANAGEMENT, CONSERVATION AND 

PROTECTION OF THE HUNTED RESOURCE 
     

3.1 Review leases X X   Steering committee 

3.2 Review roles and responsibilities of operators & land 

authorities 
  X  Regional stakeholders 

3.3 Review proposals to encourage active resource management 

and protection in wildlife areas. 
X    Steering Committee 

4. BEST PRACTICE HUNTING      

4.1 Establish Ethics & Coordination Committee & terms of ref.  X    Steering Committee 

4.2 Review and validate the Code of Conduct & best practice 

document & circulate to industry & the public 
X X   Steering committee 

4.3 Annual evaluation of capacity and professionalism operators   X  Regional stakeholders 

5. RESOURCING THE WILDLIFE AUTHORITY AND PROMOTING 

WILDLIFE-BASED LAND USES OUTSIDE OF THE PARKS ESTATE 
     

5.1 Assess ZPWMA’s business model & pilot improved variations  X X X ZPWMA 

5.2 Solicit co-management partners, including  operators of good 

standing and with requisite funding and expertise for 

rehabilitation and management of Protected Areas 

X    ZPWMA  

5.3 Resolve uncertainty and instability on conservancies and 

remaining wildlife ranches 
    MEWC  

5.4  Support the revival of the private wildlife sector & establish 

a wildlife development fund 
  X X 

Steering committee & 

WET 

5.5 Review CAMPFIRE & identify improved models for piloting   X X Relevant stakeholders 

5.6  Pilot the intensive breeding of high value wildlife species     X ZPWMA & WPA 

6. IMPROVED PUBLIC RELATIONS & IMAGE      

Improve the management of the hunting industry in accordance 

with all recommendations detailed in the document above  
    Steering Committee  

6.1 Implement a robust evidence based communication strategy X X X X Steering committee 

6.2 Urgently respond to issues raised by the US Fish and Wildlife 

Service to facilitate the lifting of the import ban and to other 

similar future requests 

X    
ZPWMA, Steering 

Committee 

6.3 Stop commercial ration hunts   X X X ZPWMA 

7. POLICY REVIEW      

SUBMIT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR POLICY REVIEW TO MEWC / 

GOZ 
    

Steering Committee 

via ZPWMA 

*Q1 to start in July 2015 
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ANNEX 1: SLIDES FROM INVITED PRESENTATIONS 

The workshop began with a session of seven invited presentations as set out below. 

1. PRESENTATION 1: BACKGROUND TO THE WORKSHOP ON TROPHY HUNTING IN ZIMBABWE:  

(G. MATIPANO, ZPWMA) 
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   _______________________________________________ 
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2. CONTEMPORARY ISSUES FACING THE HUNTING INDUSTRY IN ZIMBABWE: 

(G.H. NYAGUSE, ZPWMA) 
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3. PRESENTATION 3: THE HUNTING INDUSTRY TURN-AROUND:  (L. MULLER, SOAZ / ZPHGA) 
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  __________________________________________________________ 
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4. PRESENTATION 4: HUNTING & CAMPFIRE: (C. JONGA, CAMPFIRE ASSOCIATION) 
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31 
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  _________________________________________________________  
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5. PRESENTATION 5: QUOTA SETTING AS A STRATEGIC TOOL: (R. TAYLOR, WWF NAMIBIA) 
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__________________________________________________________________ 
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6. PRESENTATION 6: FUTURE OF HUNTING IN ZIMBABWE: (VERNON BOOTH, INDEPENDENT 

CONSULTANT, ZIMBABWE) 

 SLIDES NOT TRANSFERABLE TO THIS FORMAT. 
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7. PRESENTATION 7: TROPHY HUNTING IN ZIMBABWE: FROM CRISIS TO A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE (P. 

LINDSEY, A. POLE & C. MASTERSON) 
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ANNEX 2: FEEDBACK FROM WORKING GROUPS DAY 1 (22 JUNE 2015) 

LIST OF CONCERNS & KEY ISSUES: DAY 1 (22 JUNE 2015) 

1) QUOTA AND TROPHY PRODUCT AND QUALITY 
2) INDUSTRY VIABILITY 
3) PUBLIC IMAGE 
4) AGE BASED HARVESTING OF TROPHIES 
5) BEST PRACTICE IN HUNTING 
6) LONG TERM CONCESSIONS 
7) INDEMNITY OF PHS AND PGS AND ANTI POACHING STAFF 
8) DATA QUALITY MONITORING 
9) REVIVAL OF VIBRANT PRIVATE SECTOR 
10) MANAGEMENT OF SMALL PROPERTIES 
11) FUNDING SOURCES/LEVELS FOR ZPWMA 
12) HUMAN ENCROACHMENT 
13) HABITAT MANAGEMENT 
14) NON DETRIMENTAL FINDING FOR KEY SPECIES 
15) ZPWMA REFEREE OR PLAYER 
16) CO-ORDINATION AND COMMUNICATION 
17) PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
18) EXTENSION SUPPORT 
19) ENSURE TRANSPARENCY 
20) DEVOLUTION OF AUTHORITY 
21) CODE OF CONDUCT 
22) REVIVAL OF INTEREST IN STATE HUNTING AREAS  
23) COLLABORATION 

 
Participants were split into 4 groups to unpack and group these issues: group feedback presentations are 
given below. 
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1. GROUP 1 KEY ISSUES: 22-06-2015 

1. Quotas 

Scientific data collection 
Trophy sizes & Trophy ages 
Transparency & Reporting 
Conducting regular censuses of key species (securing funding from industry?) 
Consideration of ration hunting, PAC and poaching off-takes 
Workshops to develop a system for quota setting for each species 
Fixed quotas (off for elephants) 
Ensuring non-detriment of harvest 
Non detriment finding assessments 
Small properties and quotas / does area support a viable population 
 

2. Improved area management 

Lease length 
Habitat management (water, fire) & Anti-poaching 
Tackling poaching syndicates and anti-trafficking 
Indemnifying AP staff (honorary parks status?) 
Human encroachment 
Extension support 
Improving interest in state wildlife areas 
 

3. Industry viability 

Fees 
Long term leases 
Incentives for investing in wildlife outside of PAs 
 

4. Ethics & code of conduct 

Best practice 
Transparency 
Collaboration 
 

5. The role and functioning of ZPWMA 

Referee vs. player 
Extension services 
Commercial ration hunts 
Sustainability of ration hunts 
 

6. Revival of vibrant private sector  

Incentives for investing in wildlife outside of PAs 
Devolution of authority 

7. CAMPFIRE areas 

Managing wildlife areas on communal lands 
Land use planning 
Equitable benefit sharing 

8. Public image 

Coordination and communication 
The public image will come 
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2. GROUP 2 KEY ISSUES: 22-06-2015 

1. Funding Sources/ Levels for Parks 

- CBNRM 
- Incentives for investing in wildlife outside Parks areas 
- ZPWMA player & referee 

2. Quota and trophy (ration celebration) 

- -industry viability 
- Revival of interest in state hunting areas 
- Long term concessions 

3. Best practices in hunting 

- Code of conduct 
- Age based harvesting 
- Transparency 

4. Data collection and monitoring 

- Performance monitoring 
- Data quality 
- Monitoring off takes; professional hunters 

5. Revival of vibrant private sector 

- SI 26 of 1998 
- Management of small properties 
- Extension services 

6. Coordination & communication 

- Collaboration 
- Public image 

7. NDF for key species  

- Human encroachment 
- Habitat management 
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3. GROUP 3: KEY ISSUES: 22-06-2015  

Chaired by Mr George Pangeti 
 

1. Key Issue 1: Adaptive & Participatory Quota Setting 

 Combining points 1, 4, 5, 8, 10 & 19 

 Credible monitoring, data collection & recording is crucial 

 Needs to be simple, efficient, well managed, up to date and transparent 

 Forms the basis for sustainable quota setting, adaptive management, standards of non-
detriment and public relations 

 For purposes of quota setting, there needs to be re-assessment of existing quotas through 
evaluation of 

i. Census data – crucial for evidence of non-detriment for CITES I & II 
ii. Trophy quality, trophy age & hunt-effort 

iii. Must take into account other off-takes: poaching, ration, PAC, celebration quotas 

 Quota transfer must be strictly prohibited 

 Quota transfer leads to overharvesting in certain areas & artificially maintains areas that 
are failing to achieve ecological sustainability 

 Overly high fixed quotas drive over-hunting of key species 

 Allocation of quotas for species that are not ordinarily RESIDENT in the area creates off-take sinks 
which place undue strain on source populations & reduces incentive to provide competent 
resource management & protection 

 Quotas should be set per ecological unit i.e. combination of small properties into hunting blocks 
 

2. Key Issue 2: Concession management 

 Combining points 6, 7, 12, 13, 17, 21, 24 

 Leases 

 There is need for improved operator selection & ongoing performance evaluation 
according to clear TORs 

 Need to incentivise re-investment through allocation of longer term leases 

 Leases should incorporate and reference Code of Conduct & Best practice as conditions for 
the agreement 

 Leases should stipulate clear targets for operator performance; reinvestment & 
infrastructure development; tourism development plan; employment, capacity building & 
community development (where applicable); etc. 

 Management & anti-poaching 

 Clear guidelines are required as to standards of re-investment, habitat management and 
anti-poaching. 

 Need to clearly allocate roles, responsibilities and financial liabilities of the Parties / 
Partners e.g. 

 PHs / PGs & concession holders should be mandated and indemnified to undertake 
effective anti-poaching operations 

 Retention of funds for management of source populations with centralisation of surpluses. 

 Undertaking by land authority – ZPWMA / RDC / Forestry & ZRP – to prevent human 
encroachment & impact should be explicit  
 

3. Key Issue 3: Coordination, communication & public image 

• Combining points 3, 5, 16, 18, 19, 21, 23 
• Needs to be jointly managed by stakeholder groups 
• Key components: 

i. Transparency 
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ii. Credible, well-managed, up to date and transparent monitoring, data collection, recording 
and reporting 

iii. Drafting and upholding of Code of Conduct & Best Practice 
iv. Review of ration hunting & special permits 
v. Effective co-ordination, communication & team-work within the industry 

vi. Proactive marketing & communications plan 
vii. Capacity building, extension, education & awareness 

 

4. Key Issue 4: Incentives to invest in wildlife 

 Combining points 2, 9, 11, 20, 24, 25, (26) 

 Promotion of the private sector and provision of incentive to invest in wildlife is important. 

 Key issues: 
i. Promotion of overall industry viability 

ii. Review of SI 26 of 1998 
iii. Funding sources / levels for ZPWMA:  

 External support as well as overall revenue base and sustainability will be enhanced by 
liberalisation of the industry and engagement in PPCP co-management models 

iv. Funding for CBNRM: 

 Will be enhanced by improved diversification, improved administration, equitable benefit 
distribution & engagement in long-term PPCPs as well as improved revenues realised from 
all points mentioned 

v. Devolution relates to all 4 points above  
vi. Cut red tape through rationalisation and improved efficiency of permit system 

vii. Taxes, fees & levies are overly onerous & warrant review 
viii. Security of tenure  & investment 

 

5. Key Issue 5: Industry viability & revival of interest in State Hunting Areas 

 Combining points 2 & 22 

 These issues will largely be rectified through overall improvement in management of the industry 
as suggested in preceding points but are also dependent on security of investment. 

 Revival of State Hunting Areas warrants consideration of novel, long-term leases & PPCP/co-
management approaches 

 Consideration of Doma, Umfurudzi, Hartley, Chipinge & even Chirisa: 

 Over-&-above issues relating to management & protection these areas share 2 Key 
Challenges: 

 They are isolated areas with lack of effective link to significant source populations 
 Surrounded by Community yet operating outside of CBNRM principles = main 

threat 

 However, examples such as BVC show that competent management, significant investment 
& employment & community beneficiation can be effective. 

 Hence recommendation for adoption of long-term PPCP-CBNRM models and investor 
security to rehabilitate these areas 

 

6. Key Issue 6: Policy Issues 

• Combining points 7, 9, 14, 15, 20 
• Mandating and indemnification of PHs/PGs/Operators to contribute to effective anti-poaching & 

wildlife management operations 
• Review of SI 26 of 1998 & promotion of devolution 
• Review of ZPWMA as a regulator  vs. para-statal 
• Review of taxes, fees & levies 
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7. Further comment: Criteria for allocation of Quota 

• In the case of isolated areas – such as Doma or BVC – hunt-effort, trophy quality, trophy age, etc. 
are reliable indicators of appropriate quotas, ecological functionality & management effort. 

• In the case of hunting areas bordering large national parks or other PAs, these parameters are 
indicators for the source population & do not necessarily reflect the ecological integrity of the 
hunting area per se.  

 

8. Question: What social, ecological & security services does a hunting area provide to an 

adjacent National Park? 

 Example: comparing 2 adjacent areas bordering a National Park: 
• Area 1: 

• 20,000 Ha, no settlement, no human impact, effective security, game fenced, good 
management, good infrastructure, 50 local employees, good social programmes & 
community development. Quota includes a full spectrum of resident species. 

• Area 2: 
• “20,000 Ha”, with settlement, with maize lands >500 m from Park boundary, leopard baits 

along boundary, 4 employees, zero reinvestment in management or security. Quota 
includes elephant, leopard, hippo & crocodile 

• Are these areas an asset or net liability to conservation efforts inside the PA? 
 

9. Standards of Non-detriment: Area and operator evaluation (for quota setting, performance 

monitoring, accreditation, PR) 

• DETAILED TECHNICAL EVALUATION FOR PURPOSES OF QUOTA SETTING, PERFORMANCE 
MONITORING & RECORDS 

1. Ecological monitoring, data collection & administration 
2. Non-detriment finding assessments for CITES 1 & 2 
3. Code of conduct 

1. Professionalism, equipment, staff facilities 
2. Ethics & hunting practice 
3. Development & employment targets 
4. Etc. 

4. Reinvestment in wildlife management, infrastructure & security 
5. Economic indicators: hunt days, employment, revenues, etc. 
6. Community benefit & outreach 
7. etc.  

 

10. 5-STAR ACCREDITATION FOR MARKETING & PR: 

1. Fair chase, best practice & non-detriment 
2. Professionalism, service & facilities 
3. Reinvestment in conservation & resource management 
4. Employment, capacity building & education 
5. Community benefit & development 
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4. GROUP 4 KEY ISSUES: 2015-06-22 

1. Quota setting process, monitoring and data quality. 

 Improve quota setting process, monitoring and data quality 
 

2. Revival of vibrant wildlife sector outside Parks and Wildlife protected areas. 

 Promote private wildlife ranching, improve wildlife populations in Forestry areas, 
CAMPFIRE areas and Conservancies 
 

3. Funding sources/levels for Parks conservation efforts. 

 Identify sources of funding for ZPWMA. Improve on existing and mobilize new areas of 
financing 
 

4. Public Image 

 Speak in one voice in favor of Zimbabwe as a country 

 Improve our practices in the eyes of the world 
 

5. External Issues (Ban) 

 Have ready answers to the world questions 
 

6. Management of leases in hunting concessions 

 Improve management of leased areas to meet viable conservation efforts and commercial 
efforts  
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ANNEX 3: FEEDBACK FROM WORKING GROUPS DAY 2 (23 JUNE 2015): SUMMARY 

OF KEY ISSUES ON THE FUTURE OF SPORT HUNTING IN ZIMBABWE 

GOAL: To re-establish a vibrant and sustainable sport hunting industry in Zimbabwe 

6 Groups were formed to discuss the following key issues as set out below. 

1. KEY ISSUE 1: ADAPTIVE AND PARTICIPATORY QUOTA SETTING:   

 quota setting and allocation process, reporting & transparency, ration hunting & 

sustainability, quota transfer, celebration quotas, poaching & PAC off-takes; fixed & 

optional quotas, non-detrimental harvesting, population viability (based on ecological 

units), non-detrimental finding (NDF) for key species, Age  and trophy hunting 

harvesting of species, hunting season, timely data available for quota setting 

 WORKING GROUP 1: 23-06-2015 

o Greg, Rose and Russell, Andy, Vernon 

 
Issue Priority Action Responsibility Timeline 

Quota setting process 
and allocation 

 Minimum optional quota for three years 

 2014 hunting season to be used to 
allocate quotas for 2016 

 Hold initial participatory adaptive quota 
setting workshop thereafter every 3 
years 

 Make data more freely available  

 National annual quotas in public domain 

ZPWMA January 2016 

Sustainable ration 
hunting  

 Stop commercialization of hunts in 
National parks 

 Allocate ration quota as part of the 
overall off-take quota and of selected 
species 

 Ration hunts taken away from tourist 
game viewing areas 

 Separate training and ration hunts 

 Need to come up with cost benefit 
analysis of ration hunting 

ZPWMA Immediate  

Quota transfer  Stop immediately ZPWMA Immediate 

State function quotas  Allocate a state functions quota 
separately 

ZPWMA Immediate 

Poaching and PAC off-
take 

 Consider poaching and PAC off-take in 
annual allocation 

ZPWMA January 2016 

Fixed and Optional 
Quota 

 Minimum quota with option to increase  
 

ZPWMA January 2016 

Population viability 
(based on ecological 
units) 

 Assess administrative hunting units 
against ecological requirements e.g. 
home ranges 

ZPWMA January 2016 

NDF for key species  NDF for leopard, buffalo, elephant and 
lion, sable 

 May need a workshop on leopard 

ZPWMA, Selected 
NGOs ( workshops) 

January 2016 

Age  and trophy 
hunting harvesting of 
species 

 Key species have to be aged and 
measured 

 Weighting of criteria 

ZPWMA, External 
researchers 

January 2016 

Timely data available 
for quota setting 
 

 ZPWMA personnel to be trained to 
assess and collate data from TRAS 2 
database 

ZPWMA, RBZ Immediate 
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2. KEY ISSUE 2: SCIENTIFICALLY SOUND INFORMATION BASE: 

 Data collection, monitoring, management and sharing; data quality; monitoring off 

takes & professional hunters, census data, 

 Working group 2: Tinaapi, Gilbert and David 

 

 

CENTRAL 

DATABASE 
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Issue Priority Actions Responsibility Time Frame 

Population Data  Develop guidelines for standardised 
methodology of censuses 

 Adopt  standardized methodology for 
censuses 

  Conduct regular ground counts ( road 
strip counts) 

 Conduct Aerial Surveys 
  
  
  
  

 ZPWMA, Industry ( 
SOAZ, ZPHGA ,RDCs)  

 July 2015 
  

 August 2015 

 Annually ( start 2015) 

 After every 3 years ( 2017) 

Databases  Design and Implement standardised 
Return Forms 

- Kill Returns ( Cats, Buffalo, Antelope, 
Crocodile) 

- Problem Animal Control Returns 
- Poaching Statistics 
- Population Statistics 
- Tourism data ( Client Nationality, 

Taxidermist, Daily rates, Hunter days) 
  

 ZPWMA, Industry ( 
SOAZ, ZPHGA , and 
other stakeholders) 

 Adopted by December 2015 

 Provide 
information to the 
industry 

 Reports 
Revenue 

 ZPWMA  Annually 
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3. KEY ISSUE 3: PUBLIC IMAGE 

 Coordination, communication strategy, collaboration and transparency 

 Addressing external issues: e.g. suspension of trophy imports by some countries-

response to “the asks”. 

 Hunting in National parks 

 WORKING GROUP 3: Mr Matipano, Olivia and John Jackson, Myles 

 

IMAGING ISSUE 1. COORDINATION, COMMUNICATION STRATEGY, COLLABORATION 

(WITH), AND TRANSPARENCY,  

 
ACTIONS  

 ESTABLISH COMMUNICATION COMMITTEES 

 IDENTIFY ISSUES AFFECTING IMAGE EITHER POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE 

 IDENTIFY TARGET AUDIENCE 

 PACKAGE THE MESSAGE 

 IDENTIFY APPROPRIATE MEDIUM FOR THE MESSAGE 
Websites, Facebook, Social Media etc.… 

 FEEDBACK/EVALUATE IMPACT. 
WHO ARE THE ACTORS? 

 ZPWMA, SOAZ, ZPGHA, CAMPFIRE, OTHER PRIVATE PLAYERS, RDC’S. 
 
TIME FRAME 

 CONTINUOUS 
 

IMAGING ISSUE 2/ ADDRESSING EXTERNAL ISSUES (E.G SUSPENSION OF TROPHY 

IMPORT BY SOME COUNTRIES) 

 
ACTIONS 

 Create credible and transparent database directed to CITES, ESA, E.U. 

 MONITOR INTERNATIONAL ISSUES and Identify key issues. 

 PROVIDE TIMELY APPROPRIATE RESPONSES. 

 PRIVATE OPERATORS, CAMPFIRE, SOAZ, ZPGHA etc. document benefits of their activities to 
communities and conservation. 

 BILATERAL AND MULTILATERAL ENGAGEMENT between countries, embassies, NGO’S and 
individuals. 

WHO ARE THE ACTORS –  

 ZPWMA, CAMPFIRE, SOAZ, ZPGHA etc. 
 
TIMELINE: CONTINUOUS 

 

IMAGING ISSUE 3/ HUNTING IN NATIONAL PARKS (Live exports, ration hunting 

etc.…) 

 
ACTIONS 

 Explore ways to phase out commercialization of ration hunts in Parks within two years. 
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 Elaborately explain the reason for ration hunts including need to train staff and learner 
hunters and guides. 

 Provide alternative source of rations (Non consumptive in Parks). 
 
WHO ARE THE KEY PLAYERS 

 ZPWMA 
TIMELINE:  

 WITHIN THE NEXT TWO YEARS 
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4. KEY ISSUE 4: FUNDING SOURCES AND LEVELS FOR ZPWMA  

 Co-management 

 Analysis of ZPWMA business model 

 Dual role (Referee and player) 

 Revival of interest in depleted State hunting areas 

 Liberty, Alec and Peter, Alistair 

Priority actions Who should be involved Timeline 

1. Co-management / revival of interest in depleted areas 
 

Identify candidate areas for 
co-management 

ZPWMA Already done 

Develop prospectus for the 
various areas, with details on: 

 Description of area 

 Wildlife resources 

 Infrastructure 

 Community relations 

 Key threats 

 Priority needs 
 

ZPWMA, seeking funding and 
technical assistance from 
external agencies  

Try to develop 5 per 4 months 

Identify several models for co-
management of wildlife areas 

 Conduct research/a 
review of existing co-
management models 
in Zimbabwe and 
elsewhere in Africa 
and identify pros and 
cons of each 

 Hold a workshop to 
identify and agree 
upon suitable models 

 

Scientific experts, ZPWMA, 
NGOs, industry 

Research process would take 
several weeks/months 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The workshop could be 
conducted within 1-2 days 

Outline broad parameters of 
engagement between ZPWMA 
and co-management partners, 
with details on factors such as: 

 Institutional 
arrangements 

 Tenure and agreement 
length 

 Staffing – hiring and 
firing 

 Revenue retention / 
conservation levies 

 Authority over various 
aspects 

 Revenue retention / 
business 

ZPWMA in conjunction with 
NGOS, scientific experts and 
NGOs 

Research process would take 
several weeks/months 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The workshop could be 
conducted within 1-2 days 
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 Provision of wildlife  
etc. 

Develop a process for how 
would-be co-management 
partners can engage in a 
partnership with ZPWMA  

 Outline steps that 
must be taken 

 Identify contact 
individuals and offices 

ZPWMA Start developing immediately 

2. Assessment of whether ZPWMA should be a referee, player or both 

Improve understanding of 
different models of operation 
from both conservation and 
financial perspectives 

Meeting between ZPWMA and 
industry 
 
Internal assessment by 
ZPWMA 

Within next 2 months 

3. Assessment of ZPWMA business model 

Review current ZPWMA 
business model and consider 
alternatives 

Research process involving 
ZPWMA with external expert 
input 

As soon as possible 
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5. KEY ISSUE 5: INCENTIVES FOR INVESTING IN WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT OUTSIDE 

PROTECTED AREAS 

 Revival of the private wildlife sector 

 Review and strengthening of CAMPFIRE 

 Strengthening the management of small wildlife holdings 

 Security of investment 

 Working group 5: Felix, Nomusa and Barry, Louis, Charles, Chenjerai, Mark 

Revival of the private wildlife sector 
 

Action  Responsibility Timeline 

Education and awareness programmes 
on wildlife as a viable land use option  

ZPWMA/CAMPFIRE/pri
vate sector 

Immediate ongoing 

Capacity development ZPWMA Immediate ongoing 

Update database of wildlife producers ZPWMA/WPA By December 2015 

Identify source areas for wildlife 
reintroduction (supply areas) 

ZPWMA/Private sector  By December 2015 

Identify areas suitable for wildlife 
reintroduction – CAMPFIRE areas, 
conservancies, private properties 

ZPWMA/Private 
Sector/RDCs 

By December 2015 

Clarity on implementation of the 
Wildlife Based Land Reform Policy  

ZPWMA/MEWC Immediate  

Implementation of joint anti-poaching 
operations  

ZPWMA/Pvt Sect/RDCs Immediate ongoing 

Establish a wildlife development fund Pvt Sector/ 
ZPWMA/NGOs 

By July 2016 

Review and Strengthening of CAMPFIRE 

Establish inter-ministerial steering 
committee  

MECW/MLGPWNH/ZP
WMA/CAMPFIRE 

By July 2015 

Review of CAMPFIRE by CBRNM 
experts 

MECW/MLGPWNH/ZP
WMA/CAMPFIRE 

By August 2015 

Legal review MECW/MLGPWNH/ZP
WMA/CAMPFIRE 

By November 2015 

Monitoring and evaluation system MECW/MLGPWNH/ZP
WMA/CAMPFIRE 

By December 
2015 

National and regional consultative 
meetings 

MECW/MLGPWNH/ZP
WMA/CAMPFIRE 

By August 2015 

Endorsement of revised frame work MECW/MLGPWNH By June 2016 

Identify areas for development of 
community conservancies under 
partnerships 

ZPWM/RDCs/NGOs Immediate ongoing 

Collaboration between ZPWMA and 
CAMPFIRE with WPA 

ZPWMA/CAMPFIRE/WP
A 

Immediate  

Strengthening the management of small wildlife holdings 
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Identification of pilot conservancies in 
small wildlife holding areas 

Pvt 
sector/ZPWMA/NGOs/R
DCs 

Immediate ongoing 

Promote intensive breeding of high 
values  species on small land holdings 

ZPWMA/Pvt Sector/Vet 
Dpt 

By July 2016 

Security of investment 

Formation of wildlife consultative 
committees (to include law 
enforcement agencies, judiciary etc.) 

ZPWMA/Pvt Sector Immediate ongoing 
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6. KEY ISSUE 6: BEST PRACTICE HUNTING & RESOURCE MANAGEMENT  

 Code of conduct & best practice 

 Evaluation of operator, area and resource management  

 WORKING GROUP 6: Doris, Chamu and Chap, Blondie, George  

 

Issue Priority action Responsibility Timeline 

CODE OF CONDUCT & BEST 
PRACTICE 
 

Need formation of Ethics / Coordination 
Committee involving: 

 ZPWMA (2) 

 ZTA (2) 

 ZPHGA (2) 

 SOAZ (2) 

 ZHA (2) 
1 vote per organisation 
EC will recommend action to ZPWMA to take 
action 

ZPWMA & SOAZ to approach other organisations By mid-July 

 Review the Draft Code of Conduct & Best Practice 
which has been drafted by ZPWMA / SOAZ & 
circulate revised draft to industry stakeholders 

Ethics committee By end July 

 Feedback from Industry Organisations represented on ethics committee to circulate 
to their constituents 

By end August 

 Comments collated and COC finalised and 
circulated to industry & public 

Ethics Committee By end September 

Recommendations Hunting permit application / renewal should be 
conditional upon signing of COC. Signed COC 
retained in outfitter’s file. 

ZPWMA By December for 
implementation by Jan 
2016 

 For quota for hunting blocks / small properties / 
conservancies all land-holders  need to be 
organised into a single cohesive & coordinated unit 
(Conservation Association) with clear allocation of 
quota agreed by the members 

ZPWMA  
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OPERATOR SELECTION & 
EVALUATION 

Conduct at regional level with multi-stakeholder participation in review of 
leases  as part of quota-setting meeting 

  

 Evaluation of operator capacity & professionalism must be ongoing 

 Ethics & conduct according to Code of Conduct 

 Service, vehicles & facilities etc. according to ZTA standards  

 Standards of management & reinvestment – according to 
negotiated lease TORs 

  

 Sub-leasing should be prohibited   

RECOMMENDATIONS Lease should specify –  

 fees  

 Negotiated targets for: 
o Economic indicators – revenues, hunting days 
o Reinvestment in resource management & security 
o Tourism development plan,  
o Employment & capacity building 
o Community development & outreach 

 Rolls, responsibilities & financial liabilities of parties 

 
 

 

 Model lease should be drafted assigning roles & responsibilities but needs to 
be tailored to resource base, neighbouring efforts & relevant stake-holding 

ZPWMA, RDC, CF, Operators, 
other parties at regional level 

Drafts by  end August 

 Validation ZPWMA, EC, CF Ass By end October 
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7. KEY ISSUE 7: POLICY ISSUES (AS SET OUT BY WORKING GROUP 6) 

 ZPWMA being a referee and player:  

o will to a large extent be resolved through multi-stakeholder participation @ 

regional level 

o resolution of funding levels & sources for ZPWMA will assist in lessening 

financial liabilities e.g. through co-management arrangements 

o Liberalisation of the industry will certainly assist with attracting investment. 

 Devolution 

o of resource management to multi-stakeholder forum @ regional level is 

important to revive private sector & strengthen CAMPFIRE 

o Revenues should be re-invested in resource management & protection with 

centralisation of surpluses 

 SI 26 of 1998:  

o Should be reviewed for purposes of improved industry viability & growth by 

ethics committee to make recommendations to Minister & AG 

 Taxes and costs:  

o need to be reviewed by EC &  for recommendation 

 Management and leasing of hunting concessions: e.g. longer term duration 

 Anti-poaching (indemnifying professional guides and hunters) 

o Need to investigate re-institution of Honorary Rangers as well as other options 

o So as to standardise the process across regions, EC to jointly approach ZRP to 

facilitate police reserve status. 

 Security of tenure 

 Land use planning 
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ANNEX 4: LIST OF WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS 

Name Organization/Affiliation Contact details 

1. David Cumming Independent cumming@icon.co.zw 

2. Rowan Martin  Independent mockingchatzim@gmal.com 

3. John Jackson Conservation Force jjw-no2@att.net 

4. O. Mashamba Gokwe North RDC 0714 737 044 

5. Liberty Nyaguse ZIMPARKS lnyaguse@zimparks.co.zw 

6. Louis Muller ZPHGA-SOAZ louis@pro-saf.com 

7. Roy Ludick ZPHGA roy_ludick@yahoo.com 

8. Myles E. Mcullan SOAZ hunting@cmsafaris.com 

9. Gilbert H Moyo ZPWMA ghmoyo3@yahoo.co.uk 

10. Chap Masterson WILD chapmasterson@gmail.com 

11. B. E Maphosa ZPWMA bmaphosa2@gmail.com 

12. Gregory. H Nyaguse ZPWMA hnyaguse@gmail.com 

13. Tinaapi H Madiri ZPWMA hilarymadiri@yahoo.com 

14. Midwell Kapesa ZPWMA mkapesa@zimparks.co.zw 

15. Edwin Makuwe ZPWMA emakuwe@yahoo.com 

16. Yemi Katerere WWF talk2yemi@yahoo.com 

17. Lyne Dzingai SSG SAFARIS lynesm8@gmail.com 

18. Brent Leesmay Nuanetsi Conservancy brent.leesmay@zimbabwebioenergy.com 

19. Ian Rutledge Midlands Black Rhino Conservancy dindingwe@ingwesafaris.com 

20. Sean Walker Zimbabwe Hunters Association walker@zol.co.zw 

21. Paul Chenjerayi Zimbabwe Hunters Association pchenjerai@zol.co.zw 

22. Blondie Leatham Bubi Valley Conservancy mazunga@mazsaf.com 

23. Vernon Booth Independent Consultant vernonrbooth@gmail.com 

24. Russell Taylor WWF Namibia rtaylor@wwf.na 

25. Andy Hunter Chipitani  Safari-Trophy Export chipitani@zol.co.zw 

26. Barry Style Chiredzi  River Conservancy barrykimstyle@gmail.com 

27. Mark Russell 
Gwayi   farmers Association 

 
amakhosisafaris@comone.co.zw 

28. Christel Dube Gwayi  Farmers Association dumazulusafaris@gmail.com 

29. Wilken Masukume Wamafaru Enclave wamafrique@gmail.com 

30. George N. Pangeti Independent Consultant pangeti@gmail.com 

31. Eleckson  Ndlovu ZPWMA enthus@mweb.co.zw 

32. Aldellias Mzamba ECA Matetsi elliasmzamba@gmail.com 

33. Philip Tapera Kuvaoga WWF Zimbabwe pkuvaoga@wwf.org.zw 

34. Ignatius Mambo Musona WWF Zimbabwe mimusona@wwf.org.zw 

35. Charles Jonga CAMPFIRE Association cjonga@campfirezimbabwe.org.zw 

36. Moyo Nomusa ZPWMA nomusamoyo980@gmail.com 

37. Alistair Pole AWF apole@awf .org 

38. Peter Lindsey IUCN/PANTHERA plindsey@panthera.org 

39. Alec  E. Dangare ZWPMA adangare@yahoo.co.uk 

40. Column Zhuwau ZWPMA columjosejoas@yahoo.com 

41. Edwin Makuwe ZWPMA emakuwe@yahoo.com 
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42. Edson  Chidziya ZWPMA echidziya@zimparks.co.zw 

43. Hardwork Chikumba ZWPMA chikumbahardwork@yahoo.com 

44. Simelisizwe Sibanda Tsholotsho  RDC simelisizwesibanda@gmail.com 

45. Maria Matipano ZWPMA mmatipano@zimparks.co.zw 

46. Olivia Mufute ZWPMA omufute@zimparks.co.zw 

47. Graham Connear S.V.C grahamconnear@gmail.com 

48. C  Mashange ZWPMA cmashange@zimparks.co.zw 

49. A.Musakwa ZWPMA amusakwa@zimparks.co.zw 

50. Sipilisiwe Ngwenya Ngamo Safaris (FC) pili@ngamosafaris.co.zw 

51. Tarcisius Mahuni Mbire RDC tmmahuni@gmail.com 

52. Zanamwe Chenjerai Chiredzi RDC zanamwe77@gmail.com 

53. Enos Shumba WWF eshumba@wwf.org.zw 

54. Tembo Armstrong Forestry Commission tembo@ngamosafaris.co.zw 

55. Geoffries Matipano ZWPMA gmatipano@zimparks.co.zw 

56. Rose Mandisodza-

Chikerema  
ZWPMA rmandisodza@zimparks.co.zw 

57. Thelma Mahachi ZWPMA tmahachi@zimparks.co.zw 

58. Felix  Chimeramombe ZWPMA fchimeramombe@zimparks.co.zw 

59. Doris Tom ZWPMA dorisntombietom@gmail.com 

60. Hugo van Westhuizen FZS hugo.vdwesthuizen@fzs.org 
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